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About This Content

This DLC pack includes

The Complete RIOT - Civil Unrest Original Soundtrack

Featuring nine custom tracks featured in the game -

1. Riot - 1.24

2. Main Theme - 1.26

3. No Tav - 2.42

4. Indignados - 3.20

5. Karatea - 4.32

6. Tahrir - 3.30

7. Global Mode (Police) - 3.52
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8. Global Mode (Rioters) - 4.40

9. Credits - 3.28

The RIOT - Civil Unrest Digital Art Book

Excerpts from Leonard Menchiari's notes, developments screenshots and images.

You will find these contents in your game folder under "Soundtrack" and "Art Book"
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I am not one for Bullet Hell type games but this one is something else. This one is amazing! It's FUN and addicting! I would
highly suggest it to anyone whos looking to try something new and different. Try it. You wont regret it!. This turn-based strategy
game offers some innovative ideas, but fails on execution of those ideas. It tries to freshen up the old Panzer General formula,
but poor explanation of mechanics and bugs make for an irritating experience.

The Good:
Morale System. Units in the game have morale, and when fired at enough, even if not killed, will be suppressed and then retreat,
at which point they can be captured by any adjacent unit. This is a good system, but it is not really explained well.
Units and Models. There are a wide variety of units to choose from, and there is some flexibility in force composition at the
beginning of each mission, so you can *kind of* play how you want. However, do to mission and map design, if you stray from
the standard mix of tanks and infantry, you will have a very difficult time. The models for units and the game in general, are
pretty good for a mobile port.

The Bad:
Morale System: The downside of the morale system is that the game never really explains it in depth. So you find that units that
you thought were suppressed lose that status at the beginning of your turn. On several occasions, units which I had suppressed
fired on my units that same turn. Bug, exception? Who knows! Also there is no way to tell if an enemy is suppressed at a glance,
you have to hover over them and then look for their morale number.
UI: Which leads to the second problem. The interface is pretty bad, doesn't provide much useful info and lack of status
indicators means squinting to read tiny numbers.
Sighting: Line of sight in this game is messed up. My tank can't see through a hedgerow, but an MG squad shoots through them
just fine to hit my infantry. Units in cover can't be spotted by tanks, even when in adjacent squares. Units in cover become re-
hidden every turn unless you have infantry right next to them. This game over-powers reaction shots, and many units can fire
from cover without revealing themselves, so expect many deaths because you accidentally drove your sherman near a bush
containing panzergrenadiers.
Hit Chances: The game makes outright killing anything very difficult. Hit percentages are often well below 50%. I believe this is
to prioritize the morale/suppression method of forcing enemies to retreat and then capture them. Either way, its ridiculous that I
can pull up directly behind an enemy Stug, and the game tells me that my sherman has 10% chance of killing it.

Ultimately this is why I quit after completing the first campaign included in the game. This game encourages extreme caution
due to the emphasis on cover, concealment, and over-powered reaction fire. Every scenario boils down to slowly approaching
hidden enemy positions, spraying fire at possible enemy positions, only to have an MG pop up in the 1 pile of rocks you
DIDN'T smother with cannon fire.

ALSO: Game has lots of VERY overpriced DLC. Game comes with 3 campaigns, and each DLC adds one more for almost
what the game costs.. 12East did a great job. Let's start with that.

Compelling story, excellent music. Multiple ending possible which is always cool. Reminds me of text based games from back
in the day [Zork, Dungeon]. Branching narrative, sometimes frustrating but always solvable. Well worth the price and time
invested :)...

My suggestion? GET IT. A beautiful game, cartoony style, based on tales and classic epic stories, where you have to solve the
malevolence of a kind of demon that want to erradicate all memories of them, by making characters in those stories forget their
important role in human history and bring an end to all that it's wonderful and magic in our world.

A classic point-click adventure game, where you're not there to kill and be killed, but to solve situations by using things you pick
up, talking to characters, traveling to places where you have to find solutions to the problems that are presented to you. It also
includes some simple puzzles.

It is meant for those with patience, that take their time to go around exploring, searching, listening and clicking their way
through the story until it unravels itself.

If you liked games like Monkey Island, Simon the Sorcerer, Discwolrd, Blackwell, Kathy Rain, a.s.o. this one is for you. Maybe
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not as witty and more could have been done with it, taking into account the theme (stories, tales and legends), but it was a
pleasure and I know that I will play it again, as I did with others.. This game is neat. It reminds me of games like Galaga, but
with a twist. A few twists in fact. Not too many twists, but enough to make it unique.

Some Pros:
1. Power-ups are fun and you can really to some serious damage when you get a few of them stacked.
2. The humor and art are really quite charming. I think I lol'd a handful of times.
3. The bosses are unique and are often quite challenging until you get good at reading their movements.

Some Cons:
1. There is just so much stuff to pay attention to that the learning curve can be a bit much.
2. The random chance elements of the game can significantly impact your score.
3. I wish there were power-ups that affected more than just your destructive capabilities.

If you like quirky, if you like Galaga, if you like arcade games, if you like Pixeljam, if you like comedy, if you like aliens, if
you like James Kochalka, if you like cartoons, and if you like Glork, then I would highly recommend you try this game. I still
get cravings to play it again from time to time. The replay value is good. I mean... it is an Arcade style game after all.. Played 4
levels.
The idea and design are really original and as I enjoy random generated levels I decided to give it a chance with a halloween
discount.

The gameplay is basically find the way out of a random generated maze that has many traps, enemies and also different ammo
types that you could use to load in your crossbow or additional weapons that might be found too. You need to also find the key
to open the exit so; finding the key and the exit will force you to explore the maze.

Game supports walking and teleport locomotion.

If you beat the maze, another one of incresing difficulty will be generated, this time it will have additional enemies, larger size
and more weapons/traps.

The initial complain I have is the pace of the game, it is very slow and the traps are very basic yet.
The traps can be avoided but sometimes it seems like you cannot move to certain spaces even if you can see the space to go.
It seems that you are larger in VR that what you really are and you can´t go on certain situations. Besides that the FPS part as
mentioned by many is very light...you will shoot 1 shot to an enemy...and maybe 1 shot to certain traps...that´s it.

In the end...it was boring after the first 10 minutes. I decided to keep playing to try to discover more surprises, but even if the
mazes were bigger or a new enemy appeared..the game was still boring.

I like Indie games and I like that here it is an original design but so far....the most basic feature required for a game...to have
fun..is not happening for me.
Will check it back later again.
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It has potential, hopefully one day it will become better. I wanted to recommend it - it's a nice little puzzly strategy game,
lacking only in polish: it's incredibly slow. For example, even if there's no damage done in an attack, you still have to watch the
little "I'm attacking" animation and listen to the "pew pew" sound. But when it crashes during the middle of an AI turn and loses
data from a scenario not ironically named a "Grind", I sadly have to give it the big frowny face.. UPDATE:
The bugs I mentioned below have been fixed almost immediately. Really impressed with the quick response from the developer,
and the software is fully functional. It still seems a little bit pricey for what you're currently getting, but I can't wait to see what's
next for this software and I can fully recommend it.

ORIGINAL REVIEW:

Only spent a short time with this program so far but I'm going to start with the good: The tool for palette generation is really
intiutive. Its pretty simple to figure out, and I was able to generate several interesting and unique palettes very quickly. I think its
going to be very useful for me to generate new colour ideas through experimentation, but I haven't been able to use the
reference iamge tool yet because of how buggy that part of the program still is.

The images I loaded only showed up after I checked the pixel art box, and the colours I tried to sample from it were not
accurate: I'm not even sure how to describe that issue: The sampled colours were in grayscale, but darker? And sometimes it
showed shades of brown? It was a bit weird, and then it crashed. Had another bug when exporting palettes: the first time I tried
exporting a 3 color palette as an Adobe palette it replaced two of the colors with black, leaving me only with red. It worked fine
the second time I tried it.

In summary, I'm recommending it because of what I think this program's potential is. Once its been stabilized and the bugs
mashed out, its going to be very useful. However, I would not recommend buying it at its current price the way it is right now;
wait until its recieved a few updates.. Yeah, the timing is pretty lenient, but overall this version is far superior to the switch
version. It has honestly a top notch soundtrack and the pricing model is very fair! At least give the game a try with the 3 bucks if
you like rhythm games at all. Great for beginners as well!

Also I love the classic mode!. I have to recommend this game because you have to see it to believe it. (Don't actually see it, there
is nothing to believe other than it sounds waaaaay better than it is!). Would be even better if it was in English, NO way of
changing the Language to English. Uninstalled as a result, Otherwise a great game. Please translate to English or at least give us
the option to change Language at the Main Menu, Not everyone can read foreign languages. 10/10 not a Call Of Duty.  Non-
Spoiler Review: 
  Honestly don't really know what I just played. Game had seemingly no direction and was very repetitive and the story ???? wot
in the heck was it supposed to be exactly? I collect mushrooms and skulls and then  i find a fox who flies in the sky and then i
find an orb and become powerful. ???? Don't understand any of that but alright, 

Definitely glad I got this game on sale because that was quite the bad and weird game.

 Spoiler Review: 
 Walked in the woods https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n38Qxi7TVWo and was collecting shrooms and skulls with no
explanation because yes.  quality game design 

Eventually found a fox who flew into the sky and then I sacrificed myself to Satan with an orb after I killed some bird lady who
was seizing out. gg 10/10 would sacrifice agin. 
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